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Der8auer Delid-Die-Mate
2 AMD Kit

$4.50

Product Images

Short Description

Now he has discovered that the Delid The Mate 2 works not only with CPUs from Intel, but also with the
Raven Ridge APUs. The heat spreader of the APU fits exactly into the shape of the Delid The Mate 2. In order
for the slide to rest evenly on the board of the CPU, Der8auer has designed a suitable adapter and added the
somewhat larger screw that was required by the adapter to this expansion kit

This kit enables the use of the Delid-Die Mate 2 on AMD AM4 socket processors!

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Description

Now he has discovered that the Delid The Mate 2 works not only with CPUs from Intel, but also with the
Raven Ridge APUs. The heat spreader of the APU fits exactly into the shape of the Delid The Mate 2. In order
for the slide to rest evenly on the board of the CPU, Der8auer has designed a suitable adapter and added the
somewhat larger screw that was required by the adapter to this expansion kit

This kit enables the use of the Delid-Die Mate 2 on AMD AM4 socket processors!

Features

To do this, place the APU with the heatspreader down in the Delid The Mate 2. Then the adapter is placed
upright with the recess for the screw up to the board. The slide is in turn clamped to the adapter. Now the
M6 x 60 hex socket head screw is threaded through the back end of the Delid Mate 2 as usual and screwed
into the slide.

Now use the hex wrench to slowly move the carriage until the board has detached itself from the
heatspreader. AMD's APUs require a little more power than the Intel CPUs. Now heatspreader and CPU can
be cleaned from the thermal grease. The adapter is also suitable for removing the adhesive from the
heatspreader and the CPU. Because its lasered edges are relatively sharp, but causes no damage to the
materials of the CPU.

Specifications

Technical details:

Material: Acrylic
Red color
Compatible with the Delid The Mate 2 and AMDs Ryzen 3 2200G and Ryzen 5 2400G
Delivery:
1x adapter
1x M6 x 60 hexagon socket screw

*** Important warning! ***
Removing the CPU heatspreader is at your own risk and is always accompanied by the complete loss of the
manufacturer's warranty and warranty !
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Additional Information

Brand Der8auer

SKU FSD8-022

Weight 0.1000

Color Black

Tool Type Technicians Tools


